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Executive summary 

This deliverable describes the development of components, and underlying 

processes, that are involved in Implicit Demand Response strategies within the 

HOLISDER architecture, and that will be implemented in WP4 and WP5 and 

demonstrated in WP6. These components are representative of how demand and 

supply will interact in implicit demand response strategies and how key 

performance indicators will be translated to end-users.  

Firstly, the specifications for Profiling models that analyse the elasticity of the 

demand in response to variable tariff schemes (implicit DR schemes) are defined. 

Such models have been enhanced to accommodate parameters representing 

consumers’ comfort preferences, while allowing for constraints if introduced by 

national building codes concerning indoor environmental quality. Such models 

establish the basis upon which individual consumer profiles are trained to provide 

accurate elasticity estimations, while dedicated services will allow the utilization of 

such profiles in the DR optimization Decision Support and Signal Dispatching 

System (T5.6).  

Furthermore, focusing on the retailer role, a model that converts real-time 

wholesale energy prices into real-time retail prices is presented and described. 

This model takes also into account renewable generation and possible network 

constrains. 

Finally, with regards to consumer engagement, this deliverable defines the 

specifications of a mobile application and a web interface for energy monitoring 

and analytics. Both of them will enable enhanced consumer awareness on their 

energy consumption patterns by allowing real-time monitoring of energy 

consumption/ generation/ storage data while ensuring timely and effective 

management of their controllable loads according to real-time tariffs and 

personalized guidance to DR signals received through the application. In this way, 

prosumers will be able to actively participate in Implicit DR schemes and offer 

their flexibility towards effectively reducing their energy bills.  

The main features and functionalities included in the consumer app and web 

interface application will be: energy consumption, production, storage and 

emissions monitoring and analytics, financial and economic management, 

emissions, production and consumption forecasts, personal assistance (advices, 

recommendations) and acceptance of suggested strategies (semi-automated 

concepts to be applied upon approval of the consumer through the application), 

comparison with similar peers (mainly for residential consumers), previous periods 

analytics, DR convenience and strategy overriding metrics, communication with 

other actors (such as ESCOs and aggregators acting as intermediaries and energy 

advisors), etc. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Purpose of the document 

WP3 introduces the components that enable demand-response strategies. These 

components are implemented in WP4 and WP5 and demonstrated/validated in 

WP6. They are, as shown in Figure 1, part of: (i) the control dispatch and DR 

optimization layer and (ii) the Visualization toolkit that translates key selected 

information to the End-User. Figure 1 shows the complete HOLISDER architecture 

where the components that enable both implicit and explicit demand-response are 

presented (marked by a red dotted line). 

  

Figure 1. HOLISDER framework architecture with the implicit and explicit demand-

response components (marked by a red dotted line). 

The structure of WP3 separates implicit and explicit DR in T3.2 and T3.3 

respectively. This deliverable covers the definition and development process of 

components that enable implicit demand response. These components are 

represented in Figure 2 within the Local and Global demand managers and 

Visualization toolkit (marked by the red dotted line). They define the interaction 
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between implicit demand response strategies for demand and supply, and how key 

performance indicators will be translated to end-users.  

 

Figure 2. HOLISDER framework architecture (implicit DR) 

1.2. Links to other project tasks 

The set of HOLISDER components involved in Implicit DR, as well as the associated 

algorithms are developed and will be implemented as deliverables of a number of 

tasks in various Work Packages. In particular, the overall elasticity algorithmic 

framework and the implementation of the respective profiling engine is taking place 

within the Task 4.4. The data required for training and forecasting are currently 

identified. Acquisition and availability of the data to the other components, will be 

taken care of by the Interoperability and Data Management Framework 

Configuration, comprising of the ESB middleware, Jace and EF-pi observational 

framework modules. This development is ongoing within Task 4.3. In addition, the 

implementation of the energy tariff emulator is ongoing in Task 5.1, while the 

forecasting, segmentation and aggregation engine, the computational module 

responsible for providing the functionalities to the retailer, follows the same time 

plan as the tariff emulator and will be delivered as a result of Task 5.2.  

The associated user interfaces for the retailer and the consumer are part of the 

HOLISDER Visualization Platform and End-User Toolkit, under Task 5.5. Lastly, the 

overall integration of the components within the Local and Global Demand 

Managers, pertaining the communication and data workflows, will be finalized in 

Task 5.6, where the respective components are implemented.  
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Moreover, existing implicit Demand-Response schemes extracted from the work 

delivered in Task 3.1 supply some required legal, regulatory, socio-economic and 

market context. 

1.3. Structure of the document 

The document is structured as follows: 

• Section 2 extracts and reviews existing implicit Demand-Response schemes 

in the EU market as well as, more in detail, focused on the national schemes 

correspondent to the location of the HOLISDER Demos. 

• Section 3 analyses demand elasticity as function of occupant´s comfort, 

specifically thermal and visual comfort. 

• Section 4 describes the optimization process leading to the calculation of the 

retail price based on real-time wholesale energy prices and user-demand. 

• Section 5 presents the characteristics of the model that represents the 

elasticity of the demand and describes implicit demand response business 

cases associated to it. 

• Section 6 groups the specification of visualisation/monitoring modules, that 

processes and translates the key required information by the targeted 

stakeholder. 

• Section 7 discusses the application of the components and functions 

presented in this deliverable in other WP and their connection to specific 

tasks. 
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2. Review of existing implicit Demand-Response (DR) schemes in the 

EU market 

The European Union challenges new decarbonization paradigms towards energy 

efficiency and decentralized renewable energy production. The EU energy vision 

showcases open, secure, clean, free and accessible energy markets across Europe. 

Hence, energy markets are changing in order to accommodate larger shares of 

renewable energy into the grid and follow a human-centric and democratic energy 

market approach. This approach allows the involvement of all stakeholders in the 

energy market process. The key for this is the engagement of consumers (industrial 

and household) through: a) participation and active involvement (being prosumers 

for instance), b) transparent information (i.e. real-time tariffs/consumption), c) ICT 

tools (i.e. smart metering), and d) consumer protection rights. 

2.1. General EU context 

Demand Response (DR) is a tariff or programme established to incentivise changes 

in electric consumption patterns by end-use consumers in response to changes in 

the price of electricity over time or when grid reliability is jeopardised (Bertoldi & 

Zancanella, 2017). DR has emerged as a key element of market design, since it 

provides flexibility in the cost-efficient transition to a decarbonized electricity 

system.  

The exponential trend in Europe is to open the electricity markets to the 

participation of DR. At least, this has been scheduled and explicitly mandated by 

the EU legislation: The 3rd Electricity Directive (2009/72/EC) as well as the Energy 

Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU) have provided legal basis for the development of 

DR in Europe. They require enabling DR to participate in retail and wholesale 

markets according to its technical possibilities. Proper transposition of these rules 

at national level is key to enabling demand response. The European Commission 

has also recognized DR as a key tool to better link wholesale and retail markets. 

The HOLISDER project is focused on implicit and explicit demand response (DR), 

which are defined as following: 

• Implicit DR (sometimes called “price-based”) refers to consumers choosing to 

be exposed to time-varying electricity prices or time-varying network grid tariffs 

that reflect the value and cost of producing and/or transmitting electricity in 

different time periods. In fact, consumers respond to wholesale/retail market 

price signals or in some cases dynamic grid fees. The basic and widely adopted 

type of implicit DR is the Time-of-Use (ToU) rates. It consists of at least two 

different rates in different blocks of time and is considered to follow the average 

cost of electricity production during each period. During peak periods, rates are 

higher than rates in off-peak periods.  
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Critical Peak Pricing (CPP), Extreme Day Pricing (EDP), and Extreme Day CPP 

(ED-CPP) are three other types of implicit DR. CPP prices are called during 

contingencies or when high wholesale prices occur but for limited number of 

hours or days per year. These rates may be superimposed on TOU or flat rates. 

EDP uses higher prices for electricity but, unlikely CPP, once EDP rates are called 

they remain active for all 24 hours of the “Extreme Day”. ED-CPP programs use 

peak and off-peak rates like in CPP programs, but only on extreme days. For 

the other days a flat rate is used. In all these programs the characterization of 

each day is not known prior to the day preceding the day of interest (day D-1). 

Real-Time Pricing (RTP) comprise programs that charge customers according to 

hourly fluctuating prices, thus reflecting the real cost of electricity in the 

wholesale market. RTP clients receive price signals on a day-ahead or hour-

ahead basis. All implicit DR programs are entirely voluntary for the participants.   

The implicit DR programs that are in the scope of the HOLISDER project are 

based on pure economic agreements between an electricity retailer and 

electricity consumers and the consumers’ response to such pricing schemes 

indirectly reveals their price elasticity of demand. Therefore, the successful 

operation of implicit DR programs benefits the system, and this is the reason 

why system operators and regulation authorities pay attention towards the wide 

adoption of such programs. In implicit DR, flexible price schemes can be 

provided directly by the electricity retailer to the end-consumers and, therefore, 

the role of the Aggregator is optional. 

 

• Explicit DR (sometimes called “incentive-based”) means that the aggregated 

demand-side resources are traded in the wholesale, balancing and ancillary 

services, and in Capacity Mechanisms (where applicable). Consumers receive 

direct payments to change their consumption (or generation) patterns upon 

request, triggered by, for example, the activation of balancing energy, 

differences in electricity prices or a constraint in the network. Consumers can 

earn money from their consumption flexibility either individually or by 

contracting with an aggregator: this could be an independent aggregator or the 

consumer’s retailer. 

To cope with the new trends on Explicit DR schemes, the Aggregator role is 

introduced. Aggregators are new actors within European electricity markets. 

They are service providers that employ a number of demand facilities to sell 

pooled loads of electricity. As their name suggests, they perform the function of 

“aggregating” flexibility; they agree with industrial, commercial and/or 

residential consumers to aggregate their capacity to reduce energy and/or shift 

loads on short notice. They then create a “pool” of aggregated controllable load, 

made up of several smaller consumer loads. Finally, they sell the pooled load as 

a single resource to system operators, who use it for their technical needs. It 

should be noted that while load aggregators are new actors emerging in several 

power markets in Europe, load aggregation is a service which might be 
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provisioned by a variety of actors, including, for example, ‘traditional’ suppliers 

or other new companies (e.g. ESCOs) (WiseGRID project, s.f.). 

All DR Programs are deployed in accordance with an appropriate market 

structure, concerning time scale and pricing. For instance, DR programs 

designed to notify customers in a day-ahead horizon are implemented within a 

day-ahead market and, obviously, the delivery of the customer’s response in 

means of usage reduction, takes place in a real-time market. In Figure 3 the 

aforementioned DR programs are linked to specific markets. 

 

 

Figure 3. DR in different time scales of an Electrical System Operation 

Regarding HOLISDER pilot sites, with the exception of United Kingdom, transmission 

of electric power is operated by just one Transmission System Operator (TSO). On 

the contrary, distribution is highly diverse as Distribution System Operators’ (DSO) 

number and size vary as well as the level of concentration of the business. In Greece 

there is a unique DSO, namely Hellenic Distribution Network Operator (HEDNO), 

which is a 100% subsidiary of Public Power Corporation (PPC), the ex-monopolist 

energy company; UK presents a medium level of concentration (60% of distributed 

power from large DSOs and a diverse mix of entities); meanwhile Finland presents 

mainly small, local DSOs (the three largest DSOs usually deliver less than 50% of 

distributed power). Distribution business in Serbia is performed by five territorially 

organized companies, which are all part of national power utility (EPS): 

Elektrovojvodina, Elektrodistribucija Beograd, Elektrosrbija, Jugoistok and ED 

Centar. All companies operate under one company - EPS Distribucija (EPS 

Distribution) as the only DSO in Serbia. “Elektro Mreza Srbije” (EMS) is a 

transmission System (TSO) and Market Operator at the same time. Major divisions 

are for transmission grid, for transmission system operation and for market 

operation. EMS is at the same time owner of transmission network. 
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2.2. Specificities of national implicit DR schemes 

There is no significant overlap among the rules defining the implementation of 

explicit and implicit DR, which means that DR regulation binds both types of DR 

without distinction. The Electricity Directive (2009/72/EC) (European Commission, 

2009) introduced an integrated approach to reduce primary energy consumption 

and peak loads, and addressed specifications about demand-side management in 

relation to energy efficiency as follows: “Energy efficiency/demand-side 

management means a global or integrated approach aimed at influencing the 

amount and timing of electricity consumption in order to reduce primary energy 

consumption and peak loads by giving precedence to investments in energy 

efficiency measures, or other measures, such as interruptible supply contracts, over 

investments to increase generation capacity, if the former are the most effective 

and economical option, taking into account the positive environmental impact of 

reduced energy consumption and the security of supply and distribution cost aspects 

related to it.” Article 25.7 of this directive requires the distribution system operators 

to consider energy efficiency/demand-side management measures when planning 

system upgrades. 

In relation with the empowerment of consumers in the energy market, the revised 

Electricity Directive (COM/2016/0864 final) [3] states in its art. 2, 15 and 16 the 

definition of different actors in the electricity market, remarking the definition of 

active consumers. This type of consumers takes an active role to manage their own 

energy needs, either by generating and self-consuming energy, or by regulating 

their demand based on price signals or by means of aggregators (active demand). 

The Article 15 of this Directive defines the active consumer as: “Costumers have 

the right to engage in production, consumption, storage and sell of self-generated 

electricity in all organised markets without being subject to disproportionately 

burdensome procedures or to discriminatory network charges. Participation could 

be done individually or though aggregators. Implementation, operation, metering 

and maintenance of energy installations may be managed by a third party. The 

electricity fed into the grid and the electricity consumed must be accounted 

separately.” 

2.2.1. Demand Response Schemes in Greece 

In Greece, there is currently a fully functional legal, regulatory and operational 

framework solely for the compensation of interruptibility services provided by 

eligible consumers through the conclusion of Interruptible Load Agreements.  

In principle, the EC final decision (7374/2014/EU) compensate certain undertakings 

located in the Greek interconnected system that enter into contracts with the ADMIE 

(the Greek electricity Transmission System Operator, or "TSO") to agree to reduce 

their electricity consumption ("load shedding") for a given period of time and given 

a stated notice time ("Power Reduction Order"). As it is common in various European 

countries (similar schemes are currently implemented in seven EU Member States: 
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France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Poland, Portugal and Spain), industrial users agree 

with the TSO to temporarily reduce (or "interrupt") their electricity demand to cover 

imbalances in the supply and off-take of electricity from the network, in accordance 

with Directive 2009/72/EC (the "Electricity Directive") which states (recital 41) that 

"…Member States or, where a Member State has so provided, the regulatory 

authority, should encourage the development of interruptible supply contracts."  

In the case of Greece, the need for a regulatory intervention on this matter was 

primarily due to the lack of an applicable regulatory framework for (implicit or 

explicit) DR in the day-ahead market or for interruptibility services provided to the 

TSO: Since suppliers and consumers cannot submit bids in the current form of the 

day-ahead market (mandatory pool), the sole possibility for any sort of 

"participation" by consumers in the day-ahead market would be through the 

voluntary inclusion of an interruptibility clause in their supply contract.  

Apart from the aforementioned operational interruptibility scheme targeting large 

industrial consumers (which, according to the aforementioned analysis, can be 

considered as explicit DR program), in Greece there is currently no other official 

legal and/or regulatory document that provides further information and/or binding 

rules regarding the installation of smart metering infrastructure and the deployment 

of extensive implicit DR programs for almost all end-consumers.  

In this context, there is currently no progress regarding the installation of smart 

metering infrastructure and the deployment of implicit DR programs. Current 

percentage of smart metering deployment is almost zero. Currently no IT 

infrastructure that would allow for unidirectional or bidirectional communication 

between HEDNO/Suppliers/Aggregators and the end-consumers and, in turn, for the 

massive deployment of DR programs, is available.  

In the near future, HEDNO is planning to first implement a pilot project for the 

installation of 200,000 smart meters in commercial buildings and households in five 

regions of Greece. Once this pilot project is completed successfully, HEDNO intends 

to proceed with the replacement of all 7,5 million conventional meters with smart 

meters. This large-scale project is expected to allow for real-time access to massive 

electricity consumption data, further aiming at the extended deployment of DR 

programs as well as the strong engagement of all end-consumers towards more 

efficient use of energy. 

On top, the Greek electricity market is in the middle of a heavy restructuring in 

order to comply with the European energy legislation that requires electricity market 

integration towards the development of a single European electricity market (3rd EU 

Energy Package). In this context, new distinct markets are going to be created in 

the next few months in Greece allowing for the active participation of DR 

(specifically, DR will be eligible to participate only in the Real-Time Balancing Market 

to alleviate system imbalances). In this context, Suppliers are going to formulate 

and implement suitable implicit DR programs, while, in parallel, Aggregators are 
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expected to emerge in order to facilitate the wide implementation of explicit DR 

programs. All in all, the commitments imposed by the associated EU Regulation are 

expected to boost the transition of the Greek electricity market to the new era, 

where end-consumers are fully engaged to exploit the real benefits of DR. 

2.2.2. Demand Response Schemes in Serbia 

Demand response in Serbia is on very low stage of development. Explicit demand 

response practically does not exist. 

Formal demand response programs in Serbia are used in order to balance supply 

and demand and lower the cost of electricity (implicit demand response). It is an 

electricity tariff established to motivate changes in electric use by end-use 

customers. Methods of engaging end-use customers in demand response efforts 

include offering time-based rates such as time-of-use pricing, critical peak pricing 

and amount of energy consumption. 

Pricing methodology defines criteria and rules which determine different tariff 
elements and tariffs for certain customer categories and groups, depending on the 

quantity of delivered energy and delivery conditions, power, season and daily 
delivery dynamics, delivery point and metering method and other characteristics. 

Category of customers: 

1. Metering - active energy, reactive energy and maximum demand 

• high voltage consumption 
• medium voltage consumption 

• low voltage consumption 
2. Metering – active energy only 

• costumer spending (households, commercial) 

• public lighting  

Tariff elements corresponding with demand response are: 

• demand (kW) - excessive demand set-up applied for customers with power 
metering  

• active energy (kWh) for category of customer spending 
− higher daily tariff rate (16 hours applied during the day and lower 

daily tariff rate (8 ours applied during the night) 

• tariff rate, according to consumption (green zone for rational consumption –
up to 350 kWh/month, blue zone for moderate consumption – 350 - 

1600kWh/month and red zone for high consumption - over 
1600kWh/month) excessively taken reactive energy (kVArh) - for the 
customers with reactive energy metering, applied to the part of the amount 

of reactive energy corresponding to the factor cos(φ) < 0,95 
 

Regarding the internal energy market, the challenge for Serbia in the coming period 

is the harmonization of legislation with the 3rd EU Energy Package (Stabilisation and 

https://www.aers.rs/Index.asp?l=2&a=21.09&tp=TarifeEE
https://www.aers.rs/Index.asp?l=2&a=21.09&tp=TarifeEE
https://www.aers.rs/Index.asp?l=2&a=21.09&tp=TarifeEE
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Association Agreement - SAA with the European Union). It includes the 

improvement of competitiveness and security of energy supplies. 

3. Assessment of consumers´ comfort preferences for demand 

elasticity estimation 

As will be discussed later on in chapter 5, and further developed in deliverable 4.4, 

one of the objectives of the HOLISDER framework is to integrate an automated end-

user comfort learning procedure into the DR workflow. This integration is stronger 

and more important under the premise of explicit DR, which is more readily 

associated with automation of control, while, on the other side, implicit DR usually 

relies on manual actions from the user, and as such does not necessitate such 

modelling. Nevertheless, it can be also utilized during automated implicit DR 

scenarios, where an energy management system optimizes the cost of the 

consumed energy of a building/apartment, taking into account both the variable 

prices but also the preferences of the occupants. 

To that extent, we present in the following the automated thermal and visual 

comfort profiling framework: 

o Thermal Comfort Profiling. Thermal comfort is the condition of mind that 

expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment and is assessed by 

subjective evaluation (ANSI/ASHRAE Standard). Maintaining this standard of 

thermal comfort for occupants of buildings or other enclosures is one of the 

most important goals of HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) 

design engineers. Here, an adaptive model is proposed, considering indoor 

temperature and HVAC control actions to be the main parameters that 

indicate the user preferences. 

o Visual Comfort Profiling. Visual comfort and discomfort levels of occupants is 

an intricate concept because of the multitude variables involved and the 

difficulty of reconciling aesthetic and physiological elements. Most visual 

discomfort metrics have been derived under controllable conditions in lab 

environment and represent an average over the subjects, without making 

any provision for adaptation to individual needs. Therefore, it is our objective 

to develop a framework in which visual discomfort can be expressed in terms 

of individual needs, capturing thus more personalized preferences, and not 

relying on general standards. We utilize a method to calculate a visual 

comfort probability in a specific zone, relying exclusively on the observation 

of the users' actions in premises. 

We select Bayesian networks as the algorithmic framework for extraction of comfort 

profiles. The anchor point of the proposed approach is the estimation of user’s 

discomfort from a statistical study of his past behaviour. More specifically, Bayes’ 
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theorem is applied to estimate a Bayesian Discomfort Probability as a function of 

the temperature/luminance distribution in each building zone.  

In statistics, Bayesian inference is a method of inference in which Bayes' rule is used 

to update the probability estimate for a hypothesis as additional evidence is 

acquired. Bayesian updating is an important technique throughout (Bayesian) 

statistics. Bayesian inference has found application in a range of fields including 

science, engineering, philosophy, medicine and law.  

A more concrete description of the Bayesian inference follows in subsections 3.1and 

3.2 Bayesian inference is what we do when we infer that a state A must be true 

because we have observed state B and that A and B always happen together. For 

example, if we see a lion at a circus show we can infer that it must be tame, because 

all tame lions we have seen were part of a circus show, and we have never seen a 

wild lion in such a show. Series of experiments have successfully demonstrated that 

the human brain carries a built-in prior probability curve for different kinds of 

events, which is updated as new evidence becomes available. 

3.1. Thermal Comfort Modelling 

The thermal comfort profiling revolves around the automated learning of 

personalized comfort boundaries for the occupants. Thermal comfort from this view 

point is extremely subjective, and it is hard to deal with in practical terms. So, 

different approaches can be found in the literature to estimate thermal comfort and 

are briefly presented below.  

The predicted mean vote (PMV) model developed by Fanger in the late 1960s and 

the current ISO 7730 Standard which are based on the PMV model were regularly 

used in determining thermal comfort of occupants in offices and residential 

buildings. Alternatively, other methods for the assessment of moderate thermal 

environments could be used, such as the effective temperature (ET) and the 

standard effective temperature (SET). Thermal comfort assessment includes the 

unambiguous definition of performance indicators (PI) based on the notion of 

objectively quantifiable performance measures.  

Here, the thermal comfort profiling determines the user (dis)satisfaction probability, 

given the zone id and indoor environmental conditions (temperature, humidity). The 

data that are needed to be gathered and analyzed towards extracting the thermal 

comfort profiles include: 

• Temperature and humidity sensor measurements 

These sensors provide the required indoor environmental conditions for the 

calculation of the comfort index 

• HVAC User control events 

These are the control actions of the occupants, related to the operational 

conditions of HVAC devices (e.g. change of thermostat setpoints). Events of 
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manually driven control actions are translated as user dissatisfaction for the 

current thermal conditions. Reversely, no action is assumed to declare good 

user thermal comfort. 

• Occupancy Status 

This is used to finetune the training data for the model.  

The naïve Bayes thermal comfort model to be used is given by:  

y
th

= p(Yth = ′d′| xt, xh) = k p(Yth =
′
d′)p(xt|Yth = ′d′)p(xh|Yth = ′d′) 

The model response y
𝑡ℎ

 is the probability of thermal user satisfaction Yth ∈

{′𝑑′, ′′𝑜𝑘′} being ’d’, where ‘d’ denotes the discomfort event, and ‘ok’ comfort. xt and 

xh denote the temperature and humidity input variables respectively. Kernel density 

estimation is utilized to estimate the respective conditional probability density 

functions p(xt|Yth = ′d′) and p(xh|Yth = ′d′).  

 The following figure shows an example of thermal (dis)comfort profile. The 

conditional probability of the user being comfortable given a fixed indoor 

temperature is depicted in the green “ok” graph, while the conditional probability of 

being in discomfort is shown in the blue “d” graph. It must be noted that for a given 

temperature, the two probability values will always add to one. In the figure, the 

orange lines indicate the temperature boundaries of the occupant’s thermal comfort 

zone. 

 
Figure 4. Example Thermal (Dis)Comfort Profile. The “d” graph represents the conditional 
probability of the user being in discomfort given the indoor temperature. Comparatively, 
the “ok” graph represents the conditional probability of the user being comfortable given 

the indoor temperature. 

3.2. Visual Comfort Modelling 

Almost all aspects of human behaviour depend heavily on the light exposed to. Apart 

from the role of light in visual processes, light also turns out to play a major role in 
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a wide variety of non-visual processes as well (e.g. health and safety, aesthetics). 

The focus of this section is to address specific parameters related to visual comfort 

of building occupants (The visual performance defines whether the lighting solution 

in a room is suitable for the performed tasks). 

Visual comfort modelling aims at identifying the perceived visual (dis)comfort in 

residential buildings. To this end, the comfort profiling mechanism continuously and 

collectively processes various asynchronous events captured in live information 

streams and analyzed by an intelligent infusion engine to generate dynamic 

occupant behavioral profiles. Occupant profiles are: 

• “context-aware”: they relate occupant actions or lack of actions representing 
his/her comfort under the specific environmental conditions, 

• “dynamic”: they continuously adapt to sensor information capturing seasonal 

patterns. They are continuously updated to reflect long-term behaviour shifts 
of occupants 

Occupant behavioral profiles constitute the point of reference, defining and 

quantifying in real-time the “boundaries” and “cost” of visual comfort. Three types 

of events are analyzed:  

• occupancy events: presence information 

• luminance events: variations in the room luminance and 
• control action events: triggered by occupants acting on the operational status 

of lighting 
 

Again, a Bayesian engine to correlate events and generate personalized visual 

(dis)comfort indicators follows: 

p(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐 |𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟) =
𝑝(𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟|𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐) 𝑝(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐) 

𝑝(𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟|𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐) 𝑝(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐) + 𝑝(𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟|𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑓) 𝑝(𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑓)
 

Where p(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐 |𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟): Discomfort level given the luminance conditions, 𝑝(𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟|𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐): 

luminance state probability given the discomfort level as explicitly indicated by the 

occupant, 𝑃𝑟(𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟|𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑓): Illuminance state probability given the comfort level as 

explicitly and implicitly indicated by the occupant. 

The formula estimates the probability that the occupant is uncomfortable in the 

current ambient conditions, given the probabilities of environmental conditions 

where he feels (dis)comfort. These probabilities are calculated either on-the-fly 

upon system usage or from historical data. 
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Figure 5 – Weighted (Dis)Comfort Indicator 
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4. Model definition for converting real time wholesale variable 

energy prices into retail prices 

4.1. General model definition 

The HOLISDER Framework architecture for the implementation of implicit Demand 

response strategies is represented in Figure 6. In that Figure, it can be observed 

that both Global and Local Demand Managers take part in the implicit DR processes. 

 

 

Figure 6. HOLISDER Framework architecture for implicit Demand Response 

Although the correct estimation of the price elasticity of consumers, as addressed 

in the former chapter, is a key variable for the successful implementation of the 

implicit DR, retailers are the main actors who sell energy to the end consumer. 

Retailers have to make the decision of what variable price they offer in order to 

achieve the objectives of maximising their benefit without compromising the grid 

stability. 

In a wholesale energy market competing generators offer their energy output to 

retailers. The retailers then re-price the electricity and supply to consumers. 

Retailers buy energy on the wholesale market and sell it to consumers whose load 

is too small to justify taking part directly in the wholesale market. 
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Figure 7. Role of the retailer in an energy marker 

In this schema, it is always desirable that the aggregate energy demand from 

consumers match the energy generation. In electricity grids this is even more critical 

since imbalances can lead to system shutdowns. This issue was generally solved by 

increasing/decreasing the production of energy or generation-side response. 

Nowadays, the higher presence of renewable sources in the electricity generation 

mix and the lower use of fossil fuel generation makes balancing the supply and 

demand an increasingly complex challenge. To tackle this problem, demand side 

response or demand response (DR) tries to adapt the consumption demand of 

energy to the energy generation. In a deregulated market, generators, 

Transmission System Operators (TSOs), Distributions System Operators (DSOs) 

and retailers are independent players that cooperate within clear boundaries of 

responsibility. Generators, TSOs and DSOs physically deliver the energy and are 

focused on grid stability and security of supply, but retailers have the main 

commercial relationships with end customers. The retailer has a crucial role to 

motivate behaviour change in residential consumers in response to dynamic pricing 

tariffs. 

Implicit DR schemes use different retail energy prices to incentive the user to 

consume energy in periods with lower rates by displacing loads from higher rate 

periods. The HOLISDER project will implement the following implicit DR programmes 

that rely on dynamic pricing rates that can be grouped in: 

• Real-Time Pricing (RTP) – A pricing scheme in which the retail energy prices 

typically fluctuate hourly reflecting changes of wholesale prices. 

• Time of Use Pricing (ToU) – A pricing scheme in which the retail energy prices 

change between peak and off-peak rate periods during the day (also called 

Dual Tariffs). 

• Critical Peak Pricing (CPP) – A pricing scheme in which the retail energy prices 

are based on peak events for certain hours on critical days. 
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Among demand response programmes, Real-Time Pricing schemes for small 

consumers are believed to have significant potential for peak-shaving and load-

shifting, thus relieving the power system while reducing costs and risk for energy 

retailers. 

In HOLISDER, the model for implementing implicit DR programmes consists on the 

collection and analysis of a set of data including wholesale energy prices, historical 

consumption and retail price data, weather forecast, renewables output and 

networks constraints, to produce retail price signals. In a first phase, the Real-Time 

Pricing schema will be implemented and will serve as a basic for developing Time of 

Use and Critical Peak Pricing schemas. 

The implicit DR programmes are usually applied in electricity markets. However, 

they also can be used in any energy market where the wholesale prices vary during 

the day reflecting different costs of generating and transporting energy to satisfy 

customers’ demand curve. When applicable, they will also be used to obtain retail 

prices for gas and/or district heating carriers as it happens with electricity. 

The general schema that will be implemented in the HOLISDER project to obtain 

energy retail prices from wholesale prices and other collected data input is shown 

in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. HOLISDER model to obtain energy retail prices from wholesale prices 
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The HOLISDER general model for obtaining retail energy prices consists of four 

different optimisation algorithms or processes that treat historical and predicted 

input datasets and interchange information to finally obtain retail prices signals for 

each of the implemented implicit DR programmes: Time of Use (ToU), Real Time 

Pricing (RTP) and Critical Peak Pricing (CPP). Below each of the different components 

of the HOLISDER model is described under the categories of Input Data, 

Optimisation processes and Retail price signals. 

 

4.1.1.  Input data 

4.1.1.1 Day-ahead wholesale energy prices 

The European Network of Transmission System Operators of Electricity (ENTSO-E) 

publishes wholesale electricity prices for the next 24 hours in [EUR / MWh] for each 

associated country and zone. ENTSO-E represents 43 TSOs from 36 European 

countries, including all the countries participating in the HOLISDER pilots: Greece, 

United Kingdom, Finland and Serbia. 

In this sense, ENTSO-E’s Central Information Transparency Platform provides free 

access to fundamental data and information on pan-European wholesale energy 

generation, transmission, and consumption: https://transparency.entsoe.eu/  

The day-ahead wholesale energy prices module automatically collects the wholesale 

prices for the next day 24 hours and provides the data needed by the Optimal 

aggregate energy demand curve module. These wholesale energy prices will be used 

to estimate and optimal consumption curve for the retailer that will incentive 

consuming energy when the wholesale price is low and disincentive when it is high. 

The day-ahead wholesale module integrates the central transparency platform API 

of ENTSO-E that allows to perform machine-to-machine queries to all published 

structured data. The user guide of the transparency platform RESTful API can be 

found at the following website: 

https://transparency.entsoe.eu/content/static_content/Static%20content/web%20

api/Guide.html  

In that way, the day-ahead wholesale module automatically collects published day-

ahead wholesale prices and feeds them to the optimal aggregate demand module 

that estimates an optimal demand curve for the retailer. All pilot sites countries are 

covered by this module: Greece, United Kingdom, Finland and Serbia. In Figure 9 

an example with the wholesale electricity prices for the United Kingdom is shown. 

 

https://transparency.entsoe.eu/
https://transparency.entsoe.eu/content/static_content/Static%20content/web%20api/Guide.html
https://transparency.entsoe.eu/content/static_content/Static%20content/web%20api/Guide.html
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Figure 9. Day-ahead wholesale electricity prices for the United Kingdom 

 

4.1.1.2 Historical data of customers' energy consumption 

The historical energy consumption data of the customers are needed for the 

forecasting of the aggregate energy consumption and the estimation the price 

elasticity of each customer. 

At this stage of HOLISDER project no data is available from the pilots. For that 

reason, publicly available data were used to train the optimization algorithms with 

real data. The Low Carbon London project [4], led by the UK Power Networks, 

gathered and published energy consumption readings for a sample of 5,567 London 

Households between November 2011 and February 2014. Readings were taken at 

half hourly intervals and the customers in the trial were recruited as a balanced 

sample representative of the Greater London population. Historical data of energy 

consumption as well as applied tariffs can be freely downloaded from the following 

website: 

https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/smartmeter-energy-use-data-in-london-

households 

 

 
Figure 10. Historical energy consumption data from the Low Carbon London project 

In Figure 10, a small portion of the historical energy consumption from London 

Households is shown. It contains the following columns: 

• LCLid: Name of the consumer. In total, there are more than 5,500 consumers 

in the dataset. 

https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/smartmeter-energy-use-data-in-london-households
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/smartmeter-energy-use-data-in-london-households
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• stdorToU: Type of Time of Use tariff to which each consumer is subscribed. 

There are 4,500 consumers who are subjected to a Static Time of Use and 

who paid a flat rate tariff of 14.228 pence/kWh. There are 1,100 consumers 

who are subjected to a Dynamic Time of Use with three rate periods: High 

(67.20 pence/kWh), Low (3.99 pence/kWh) or normal (11.76 pence/kWh). 

The periods were given a day-ahead to consumers by price signals. 

• DateTime: Date at which the energy consumption is measured. The 

measures are made half-hourly from November 2011 to February 2014. All 

the consumers’ periods do not have to coincide in time. In the figure, the 

consumer MAC000002’s period starts on 2012-10-12. 

• KWH/hh (per half hour): Consumer’s energy consumption for the last half-

hour. 

• Acorn: Group to which the consumer belongs according to the CACI Acorn 

group developed in 2010. 

• Acorn_grouped: Wealth of the consumers according to the CACI Acorn 

group developed in 2010. On the above figure, it is said that consumers were 

recruited as a balanced representative sample of the London population. 

 

4.1.1.3 Historical data of energy retail prices 

The historical data of energy retail prices are needed for the estimation of the price 

elasticity of each consumer. In the Low Carbon London project [4] this data is 

publicly available along with the historical energy consumption data in the stdorToU 

column of Figure 10. In HOLISDER, this data will be obtained from the pilot sites 

and will depend on the particular pricing scheme of each site. 

 

4.1.1.4 Weather forecast 

The weather forecast data is a complementary data source to be used for the final 

optimisation in the dispatch of price signals module. Several websites and APIs can 

provide the historical and forecast weather data for the HOLISDER pilot sites. In this 

deliverable, the Dark Sky API is shown as an example. 

The Dark Sky API provides two types of requests to retrieve the weather anywhere 

in the world: current hourly weather forecast for the next week, and hourly historical 

observed weather data for a date in the past (or forecasted in the future). Both f 

requests return the weather conditions in the JSON format. In Figure 11, some 

example column fields of the historical observed weather data provided by the Dark 

Sky API are shown for the city of London. The Dark Sky API overview and 

documentation can be found at the following website: https://darksky.net/dev/docs 

 

https://darksky.net/dev/docs
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Figure 11. London historical observed weather data 

 

4.1.1.5 Renewable energy generation 

Renewable energy generation is generally done in the form of Distributed Energy 

Resources (RES). Distributed Energy Resources is electrical generation performed 

by a variety of small, grid-connected devices. Examples of DERs include solar 

photovoltaic units, wind turbines, biomass generators, etc. 

In explicit Demand Response programmes, the energy flexibility provided by local 

generation through DERs via aggregators have a great potential of balancing the 

electrical grid faster than conventional generation units. One of the primary 

functions of real-time markets in modern power systems is establishing an efficient 

and effective mechanism for small DER and demand response to participate in 

balancing market transactions. 

In implicit demand response, especially when there is not energy storage, the main 

function of local renewable energy generation is to reduce the amount of energy 

that the consumers need to buy from other energy carriers. For that reason, both 

accurate forecast of the locally produced energy using RES and aggregate energy 

consumption is needed in order to assure that all renewable energy production is 

consumed and to implement load shifting through re-pricing of retail prices if 

necessary. 

 

4.1.2.  Energy network constraints 

The energy retailer usually deals with issues caused by the price volatility in the 

wholesale energy market when converting them into retail prices. But Transmission 

System Operators (TSO) and Distribution System Operators (DSO) have to deal 

with the challenge of maintaining reliable power supply during times of peak 

demand or when constrained networks are operating at their limits. These network 

constraints are expressed in the form of capacity of the network to absorb peak 

demands. 

In the medium and short term, the Demand Response can result in the adjustments 

of loads to network capacity constraints in order to remain within technical 
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limitations and diminish the possibility of a system collapse. Alternatively, in the 

long term, Demand Response is useful for lowering both generation and network 

investment requirements and minimizing permanent grid congestion. 

In implicit Demand Response, retail prices should be adjusted to minimize as much 

as possible energy consumption during periods of maximum or peak energy 

demand. At all times, the energy supply should be maintained below the capacity 

level of the network to avoid power blackouts. Peak shaving also helps the utility to 

provide maximum base load power without the need to start expensive to operate 

peak generators. 

 

4.1.3.  Optimisation processes 

4.1.3.1 Optimal aggregate energy demand curve for the retailer 

The retailer acts as an intermediary between energy wholesalers and its customers. 

The profit of the retailer is equal to the revenue obtained from selling electricity to 

end-consumers minus the cost of buying it at wholesale prices. In the long run, the 

retailer business can only be profitable if the electricity price charged to their 

customers is greater than the purchase at wholesale price. 

Retailers face an economic problem, they must purchase energy in advance on the 

wholesale market, at a stochastic price, and sell it to the consumers at a price that 

is often regulated and/or fixed. For that reason, it is usually more profitable for the 

retailer that the major consumption periods occur when the energy wholesales are 

low than when they are high. This happens even if customers are subject to variable 

prices, as consumers are usually more willing to accept a higher profit margin to 

low prices without significantly reducing their consumption. 

Reducing the energy load at high energy wholesale prices and incentivising them 

when they are low has other positive effects as minimizing the cost of energy 

production and improving grid stability. This is because periods of higher wholesale 

prices usually correspond to peak energy demands that are costly both for the utility 

and for the transmission and distribution operators and may put the system at risk 

of shutdown if the capacity is exceeded. 

For that reason, the optimal aggregate energy demand curve for the retailer has 

been designed to follow and inverse trend to the energy wholesale prices. In the 

final optimisation process, variable retail prices will be used to incentive end-

consumers to change their consumption patterns moving the aggregate energy 

consumption curve towards the optimal consumption one calculated in this section. 

As a prerequisite to estimate the optimal demand curve, it is considered that the 

hourly energy consumptions throughout the day are shifted from one time to 

another without changing the sum of daily energy consumption. In that way, in a 
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first approximation the optimal hourly consumptions are estimating as deviations 

from the daily energy consumption average with sign opposite to the deviations 

from the wholesale price. In Figure 12, the wholesale electricity prices and this first 

approximation to optimal consumption can be seen using the Low Carbon London 

project [4]. 

 
Figure 12. Wholesale prices and first approximation to optimal consumption profile 

In a second and final approximation, the optimal consumption profile is smoothed 

in order to prevent both sharp consumption peaks and valleys. The smoothing 

function is applied using the n former values. In Figure 13, the wholesale electricity 

prices (in blue) and the optimal aggregate demand curve for the retailer (in green) 

are shown. In that figure, a smoothing function is used with the current and former 

hourly energy consumptions obtained from the first approximation curve (in red). 

 
Figure 13. Smoothed optimal aggregate demand curve for the retailer 
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The output of the optimal aggregate energy demand curve module will be used by 

the implicit demand optimisation module for the dispatch of appropriate price 

signals to individual consumers. Using retail price signals the forecasted aggregate 

energy consumption will approximate to the optimal curve. 

 

4.1.3.2 Day-ahead forecasted aggregate customers’ energy 

consumption 

Retailers purchase energy in advance on the wholesale market and sell it to the 

consumers at a retail price. Ideally, a retailer would like to match the power it sells 

to consumers exactly with the power it buys from energy generator companies using 

long-term contracts. If not, the retailer might incur penalties in the wholesale 

market settlement process (the process of buying or selling the imbalance of 

energy) when the aggregate consumption from their customers, which is stochastic, 

deviates from the expected or forecasted one. 

The load to be supplied by an individual retailer must be predicted from the bottom 

up, i.e. by aggregating the forecasted demand for each consumer. Since it is clearly 

impossible for a retailer to forecast the demand of each of its customers, these 

customers are classified into groups with similar consumption patterns. Aggregation 

of consumers into classes characterised by different consumption behaviour is very 

important for obtaining a manageable and realistic model to forecast aggregate 

energy consumption for the retailer. 

In HOLISDER, the classification of retail consumers into groups depending on the 

similarity of their consumption patterns is made using clustering algorithms such as 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and K-means. These algorithms have been 

applied to the Low Carbon London project [4] dataset as a previous step to the 

forecasting of energy consumption demands. In Figure 14, each point of the graph 

represents a retail consumer of the London dataset positioned according to their 

average energy consumption (x axis) with respect to the standard deviation of that 

consumption (y axis). The clusterization of those consumers gives as result three 

groups differentiated according to their historical consumption: 

• Group 1 in red represents those customers who consume most of the energy 

(high average energy consumption). 

• Group 2 in green represents those customers that consume energy mainly 

during the weekdays and at night (high standard deviation). 

• Group 3 in red represents those customers that present a regular energy 

consumption (standard deviation very low). 
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Figure 14. Different groups of retail consumers according to their consumption pattern 

The forecasting of the aggregate energy consumptions is then made separately for 

each group of consumers with similar consumption pattern. This strategy, as it has 

been pointed before, gives better results than trying to forecast the total 

aggregation consumption at the same time. 

Two different machine learning algorithms have been tested to perform that 

forecasting: Random Forest (RF) and ARIMA time series. In Figure 15, the predicted 

values (in red) of the day-ahead consumptions of a particular customer from the 

London dataset using Random Forest algorithm are shown compared to the actual 

(in blue) energy consumptions. In Figure 16, the aggregate predicted values (in 

red) of the London dataset day-ahead retail energy consumptions using ARIMA time 

series are shown. 
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Figure 15. Forecasting of day-ahead energy consumption for a consumer using Random 

Forest 

 

 
Figure 16. Forecasting of day-ahead aggregate energy consumptions using ARIMA time 

series 
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4.1.3.3 Price elasticity of energy demand 

The price elasticity shows how the electricity consumption responses to one percent 

changes of electricity price. Two kinds of price elasticity coefficients are reported in 

the scholarly literature: own-price elasticity and substitution elasticity. 

Own-price elasticity shows the willingness of consumers to adjust their consumption 

by changing the price. In energy markets, it is a measure of the responsiveness of 

customers in altering their demand to changes in the prices of the energy and 

typically has a negative sign. Own-price elasticity responds to the question about 

how large the energy consumption reduction is if there is a rise in energy price. 

Substitution elasticity assumes that the demand shifts within different periods in a 

day are a consequence of the response to different prices announced by the retailer. 

It is measured as the ratio of proportionate change in the relative energy 

consumption demand between two different periods of the day to the proportionate 

change in their retail energy prices. 

Price elasticities are inelastic or elastic. Own-price elasticities with absolutes values 

between 0 and 1 are considered inelastic and greater than 1 elastic. Substitution 

elasticities equal to zero are perfectly price inelastic and progressively greater than 

zero indicate a relatively higher price response. 

Own-price elasticity usually represents reduced electricity usage in response to 

higher prices, and the substitution elasticity invokes shifting energy consumption 

from one time to another. 

The price elasticity of aggregate energy demand module will try to interpret the 

changes in the historical data of customers’ energy consumption as a consequence 

of different retail energy prices. Depending on the characteristics of the energy loads 

it could also include additional data such as historical data of weather, occupancy, 

date and time of day, special events… 

The output of the price elasticity module will feed the implicit demand optimisation 

module for the dispatch of appropriate price signals to individual consumers. The 

price elasticity values are necessary to quantify the price incentive for the end users 

to shift the forecasted aggregate customers’ demand to the optimal demand curve 

for the retailer. 

4.1.3.4 Implicit demand response optimisation and dispatch of price 

signals 

This module will estimate day-ahead dynamic price signal dispatching for maximum 

retailer profit by energy consumption loads shifting. The expected response from 

consumers to this dynamic price signals is the shifting of part of their consumption 

to low price periods and therefore minimising the cost of electricity procurement by 

the retailer. It will also implement the Critical Peak Pricing scheme in response to 
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an unexpected event to avoid serious imbalances with the energy purchased in 

advance by the retailer and to overcome grid capacity constraints. 

The implicit demand response optimisation module will try to move the day-ahead 

forecasted aggregate energy consumptions to the estimated optimal consumption 

curve using the data about price elasticity of consumers and auxiliary data as 

weather forecasting, renewable energy generation and energy network constraints. 

To this module is particularly important to be supplied by accurate day-ahead 

forecasted aggregate energy consumptions or baseline. Poor quality baselines result 

in inappropriate price signals and deprive customers of fair compensations, resulting 

in dissatisfaction and loss of participation. For the retailer’s point of view, low quality 

baselines reduce its benefits because the retailer have to buy/sell the difference in 

intraday markets and devalue the effectiveness of the implicit DR programs. 

4.1.4.  Retail Signals 

4.1.4.1 Real Time Pricing (RTP) 

The main output of the implicit demand response optimisation and dispatch of price 

signals is the hourly (or more frequent) retail prices for the 24 hours ahead using 

the Real Time Pricing schema. 

4.1.4.2 Time of Use Pricing (ToU) 

The Time of Use Pricing schema typically applies to usage over broad blocks of hours 

representing the peak and off-peak rate periods with different prices. The prices 

and peak times vary based on the season and day of the week, but time bands 

remain equal in similar days during the same season. On the contrary, in dynamic 

Time of Use schema the times of the price bands vary from day to day. 

In HOLISDER, the different types of the Time of Use Pricing will be implemented as 

variants of the Real Time Pricing schema obtained from the implicit demand 

response optimisation module. 

4.1.4.3 Critical Peak Pricing (CPP) 

The Critical Peak Pricing schema applies to critical events due to particularly high 

wholesale market prices and/or energy consumption peaks that may put the energy 

network at risk. The retail prices during these time periods are substantially raised 

to discourage power demand. In the Critical Peak Pricing schema, the time and 

duration of the price increase may vary based on the electric grid’s need to have 

loads reduced. 

The Critical Peak Pricing events may be implemented complementary to flat tariffs, 

Time of Use Pricing and Real Time Pricing schemas. 
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4.2. Interaction/relation with other components, placement within 

the HOLISDER architecture 

According to the model to obtain energy retail prices from wholesale prices 

represented in Figure 8, the following modules of the HOLISDER Framework will 

take part in the optimisation processes: 

• The optimal aggregate energy demand curve for the retailer is estimated by 

the Energy Tariff Emulator Module. 

• The day-ahead forecasted aggregate customer’s energy consumption is also 

performed by the Energy Tariff Emulator Module. 

• The price elasticity of aggregate energy demand is provided by the Flexibility 

Forecasting, Segmentation and Aggregation Module that aggregates the 

elasticities estimated by the Demand Flexibility Profiling Engine Module. 

• The implicit demand response optimisation and dispatch of dynamic price 

signals are performed by the Portfolio Monitoring and Control Dispatch 

Module. 

Most of the optimisation processes to obtain retail prices are performed by the 

Global Demand Manager (GDM) modules which are also fed by intermediate 

calculations done in the Local Demand Manager (LDM) such as individual price 

elasticities from buildings and homes. 

The estimation of energy retail price signals described in Figure 8 needs the 

following input data that is provided either by external sources or by the historical 

and current energy consumption measurements: 

• Day-ahead wholesale energy prices for all pilot sites will automatically be 

collected once a day from ENTSO-E platform and fed to the Energy Tariff 

Emulator module to estimate the optimal aggregate demand curve for the 

retailer. 

• Historical data of customers’ energy consumption will be stored in the 

middleware database. These consumption data will be obtained by the EFI 

Observational Framework in the case of residential customers and by the 

JACE controller in the case of tertiary customers or Building Management 

Systems (BMS). 

• Historical data of energy retail prices will be stored in the middleware 

database. The energy retail prices are the price signals provided by the 

Portfolio Monitoring and Control Dispatch Module. In the case of fixed or 

regulated prices these data are provided by the utility or retailer. 

• Weather forecast for the day ahead will be automatically obtained from an 

external source. 

• Renewable energy generation will be obtained from the JACE controller or the 

pilot site’s equipment in charge of the control and monitoring of the DER 

Management System. 
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• Energy network constraints related to peak energy consumptions, network 

capacity and energy balance needs will be provided by the Network System 

Operators of each pilot site. 

 

The historical energy retail price signals will be stored in the middleware database 

and will be used by the following modules of the HOLISDER framework in a feedback 

loop: 

• The Flexibility Forecasting, Segmentation and Aggregation Module in the 

Global Demand Manager to support implicit DR strategies through the 

effective utilization of aggregated demand elasticity. 

• The Flexibility Profiling Mechanism in the Local Demand Manager to estimate 

the price elasticity that an individual customer can offer. 

 

The dispatch of energy retail prices will finally be used in the following modules: 

• The Consumer Visualization and Engagement Platform or Consumer App to 

increase customers’ awareness of energy costs and engage end-consumers 

to participate in implicit demand response schemas with the ultimate goal of 

energy peak-shaving and load-shifting. 

The Aggregator Application or Aggregator App to manage the customers portfolio 

and monitor the implementation of implicit demand response strategies. 

4.3. Implementation 

The model for obtaining energy retail prices from wholesale prices consists in four 

different software optimisation processes that can be individually developed and 

implemented as a module: 

• The optimal aggregate energy demand curve for the retailer module that will 

be delivered in D5.1 (M18). 

• The day-ahead forecasted aggregate customer’s energy consumption module 

that will be delivered in D5.1 (M18). 

• The price elasticity of aggregate energy demand module that will include the 

developments of D5.2 (M18) and will be finally delivered in D4.4 (M22). 

• The implicit demand response optimisation and dispatch of price signals that 

will be delivered in D5.6 (M22). 

These four optimisation modules can be allocated in different computers and be 

accessible through cloud computing by means of RESTful web services. Input, 

output and interchange data will be storage the middleware database for later 

retrieval. 
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RESTful web services will perform the following request methods: 

• Create a new record: POST 

• Retrieve a stored record: GET 

• Update an existing record: PUT 

• Delete a record: DELETE 

The advantages of RESTful web services are: 

• RESTful is a language-independent architectural style. 

• RESTful is generally faster and requires less bandwidth and resources than 

other web services, such as SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). 

• RESTful web services inherit security measures from the underlying 

transport. 

• RESTful permits the interchange of different data format such as plain text, 

HTML, XML and JSON. 

The JavaScript Object Notation or JSON has been chosen as data interchange format 

because it is an open standard that is independent of any communication protocol 

and ensures the interoperability between modules and with the middleware. JSON 

has the goals of being minimal, portable, textual and a subset of JavaScript. 

The implementation of the generation of implicit DR price signals in different cloud 

modules that communicate via RESTful web services is very flexible, independent 

of the programming language and allows an escalation of the necessary computer 

resources, such as computing power and memory, when necessary. 
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5. Configuration of profiling models and services for implicit DR 

This section introduces the elasticity profiling framework for the implementation of 

implicit (price-based) DR services. The main part focuses on the profiling of the 

electricity consumers, i.e., the formulation of their demand with respect to the price 

and the environmental temperature. Specifically, two cases are considered. The first 

corresponds to the “Constant Elasticity of Substitution” (CES) model and assumes 

that the demand shifts within different periods in a day, in response to different 

prices (announced by the retailer) and temperatures in those periods. As no inter-

period demand shifts are observed for all users, a simpler model is also considered 

where the consumption during each period depends only on the price and the 

temperature of this particular period.  

In constructing customer profiles based on historical data, the above models are 

fitted to the data using linear regression. The findings suggest that by classifying 

customers into those whose consumption patterns exhibit inter-periods demand 

shifts and those who do not, and subsequently using the CES model for customers 

in the first category, and the “Simple” model for customers in the second, improves 

the accuracy of the models’ predictions. This algorithm will provide the input to the 

energy tariff emulator, as was described previously.  

In the following we set the scene and introduce the models and services, which will 

be fully described in Deliverable 4.4. 

5.1. Elasticity Profiling models for Implicit DR 

The mathematical framework for computing price elasticity for the consumers is 

briefly presented below. 

5.1.1. Utility and demand functions 

For the Constant Elasticity of Substitution model, which is commonly employed in 

energy sector for the prediction of the user’s consumption, the model assumes that 

the elasticity of substitution between pricing periods is constant, even if the actual 

level of the load varies. Before proceeding it is clarified that the coefficients of the 

function are user-specific, but in what follows the user indicator is omitted for 

simplicity reasons. 

The Constant Elasticity of Substitution utility function of a consumer on day 𝑡 with 𝐽 

dynamic pricing periods, is as follows 

 

𝑢𝑡 =  (∑ 𝑎
𝑗,𝑡

1
𝑠𝑢𝑏

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑄
𝑗,𝑡

𝑠𝑢𝑏−1
𝑠𝑢𝑏

)

𝑠𝑢𝑏

𝑠𝑢𝑏−1

 (1) 
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Where 휀𝑠𝑢𝑏, is the elasticity of substitution, 𝑄𝑗,𝑡 is the electricity consumed during 

period 𝑗 on day 𝑡 and 𝑎𝑗,𝑡 is the parameter capturing the impact of the environmental 

temperature on the user’s demand. Using standard manipulation, the Marshallian 

demand function for electricity consumption in period 𝑗 on day 𝑡 is given by:  

 
𝑄𝑗,𝑡 =  

𝑚𝑗𝑎𝑗,𝑡𝑃𝑗,𝑡
− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

𝑃𝑡
1− 𝑠𝑢𝑏  (2) 

Where 𝑚𝑡 = ∑ 𝑄𝑗,𝑡𝑃𝑗,𝑡
𝐽
𝑗=1  is the budget, i.e., the total expenditure for the consumption 

of electricity on day 𝑡, and 𝑃𝑗𝑡 is the price of electricity in period 𝑗 and day 𝑡, while  

 

𝑃𝑡 =  (∑ 𝑎𝑗,𝑡𝑃𝑗,𝑡
1− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

𝐽

𝑗=1

)

1

1− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

 (3) 

is a consumer price index for day 𝑡. 

So far, if the values of the parameters 𝑎𝑗,𝑡, 휀
𝑠𝑢𝑏 and , 𝑚𝑡 were known, the electricity 

consumption in period 𝑗 and day 𝑡 could be computed from Equation (2),  given the 

price vector applied during all the periods of the day. In the sequel, algebraic 

transformations and least-squares linear regression are used for the estimation of 

their values. Before proceeding, it is clarified that the investigated model considers 

only two periods of consumption within the same day, namely the “peak” and the 

“off-peak” and notated as “p” and “op” respectively. 

Taking logarithms in Equation (2) and subtracting 𝑙𝑛𝑄𝑜𝑝,𝑡 from 𝑙𝑛𝑄𝑝,𝑡  results to: 

 
𝑙𝑛 (

𝑄𝑝,𝑡

𝑄𝑜𝑝,𝑡
) = 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑝,𝑡 − 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑜𝑝,𝑡 + 휀𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑛 (

𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑡

𝑃𝑝,𝑡
) (4) 

Now assume that the parameter  𝑎𝑗,𝑡 changes in period 𝑗 ∈ {𝑝, 𝑜𝑝} and day 𝑡 according 

to the formula,  

 𝑎𝑗,𝑡 =  𝑎𝑗,�̃�𝑒𝛽𝑇𝑗,𝑡𝑒𝛿𝑗,𝑡 (5) 

meaning that it is a function of the environmental temperature (𝑇𝑗,𝑡) and the 

coefficient 𝑎𝑗,�̃� during the specific period 𝑗 and day 𝑡 and a random term 𝛿𝑗,𝑡. Then, 

letting 𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑝,�̃� − 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑜𝑝,�̃� and 𝜇𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 = 𝛿𝑝,𝑡 − 𝛿𝑜𝑝,𝑡 we get the estimating equation:  

 𝑙𝑛 (
𝑄𝑝,𝑡

𝑄𝑜𝑝,𝑡
) = 𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 + 휀𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑛 (

𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑡

𝑃𝑝,𝑡
) + 𝛽(𝑇𝑝,𝑡 − 𝑇𝑜𝑝,𝑡) + 𝜇𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 ⟹ 

 
 𝑙𝑛 (

𝑄𝑝,𝑡

𝑄𝑜𝑝,𝑡
) = 𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 + 휀𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑛 (

𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑡

𝑃𝑝,𝑡
) + 𝛽(𝑇𝑝,𝑡 − 𝑇𝑜𝑝,𝑡) (6) 

Where, 
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 𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 = 𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 + 𝜇𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑝,�̃� − 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑜𝑝,�̃� + 𝛿𝑝,𝑡 − 𝛿𝑜𝑝,𝑡 (7) 

At this point everything is set to deal with equation (2) using simple algebra. 

Assuming that 𝑚𝑡 is known (Equation (16) presents the approach for its 

estimation), the only unknown variable is 𝑎𝑗,𝑡. The combination of Equations (2), 

(3) and (5) results to the following equation:   

 
𝑄𝑗,𝑡 =  

𝑚𝑡𝑎𝑗,�̃�𝑒𝛽𝑇𝑗,𝑡𝑒𝛿𝑗,𝑡𝑃𝑗,𝑡
− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

(∑ 𝑎𝑗,�̃�𝑒𝛽𝑇𝑗,𝑡𝑒𝛿𝑗,𝑡𝑃𝑗,𝑡
1− 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝐽

𝑗=1 )
, 𝑗𝜖{𝑝, 𝑜𝑝} (8) 

Setting 𝑎𝑜𝑝,�̃� = 1 and 𝛿𝑜𝑝,𝑡 = 0 in Equation (7), results to:   

 𝑎𝑝,�̃�𝑒𝛿𝑝,𝑡 = 𝑒𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 (9) 

Replacing (9) in (8) for two periods of interest concludes to:    

 
𝑄𝑜𝑝,𝑡 =  

𝑚𝑡𝑒𝛽𝑇𝑜𝑝,𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑡
− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

(𝑒𝛽𝑇𝑜𝑝,𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑡
1− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

+ 𝑒𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡  𝑒𝛽𝑇𝑝,𝑡𝑃𝑝,𝑡
1− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

)
 

 

(10) 

And  

 
𝑄𝑝,𝑡 =  

𝑚𝑡𝑒𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡  𝑒𝛽𝑇𝑝,𝑡𝑃𝑝,𝑡
− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

(𝑒𝛽𝑇𝑜𝑝,𝑡𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑡
1− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

+ 𝑒𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡𝑒𝛽𝑇𝑝,𝑡𝑃𝑝,𝑡
1− 𝑠𝑢𝑏

)
 (11) 

Finally, Equation (12) formulates the demand function of period 𝑗 at day 𝑡, assuming 

that it depends only on the price and the environmental temperature during this 

specific period.  

 𝑙𝑛𝑄𝑗,𝑡 = 𝜂𝑗 + 휀𝑗𝑙𝑛𝑃𝑗,𝑡 + 𝜉𝑗𝑇𝑗,𝑡, 𝑗 ∈ {𝑝, 𝑜𝑝} (12) 

In this case, 𝜂𝑗 is a constant number, 휀𝑗 is the user’s price elasticity, i.e., the 

coefficient which captures the impact of the price on the user’s demand and 𝜉𝑗 is the 

user’s weather sensitivity, i.e., the parameter that captures the impact of the 

environmental temperature on the user’s demand. 

5.1.2.  Model definition and fitting 

The process of utilizing the above formulas to extract elasticity forecasts is the 

following: For each day of the year that a prediction of consumption is derived, the 

“training period” of the regression process is considered as the last thirty days 

before the one with prediction interest. For instance, for the estimation of the 

consumption at the 31st day of January, the data-subset consisting of records in the 

interval between the 1st and the 30th day of January needs to be provided as input 

to the models. The next training period is from 2nd of January to 31st of January for 
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a prediction on the 1st of February and so on. This choice is justified by the fact that 

the fluctuations of both the temperature and the consumption are narrow within 

each of these intervals and consequently it is reasonably anticipated that the 

training data closely reflects the consumption under prediction. From the above 

description, it becomes apparent that the coefficients are not just “user” but also 

day-specific since the training period of the models is constantly sliding.  

In what follows, the three prediction models are presented, based on the 

assumption of whether there is load substitution between the two periods of the 

same day or not.  

1) No substitution between periods: 
This case assumes that the consumption of the user during period 𝑗 depends only 

on the price and environmental temperature during this period. Consequently, the 

least-squares linear regression is applied on equation (12), for estimating the 

parameters 𝜂𝑗 휀𝑗 and 𝜉𝑗, resulting to the “Simple” prediction model.  

 𝑄𝑗,𝑡
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

= 𝑒𝜂𝑗+ 𝑗𝑙𝑛𝑃𝑗,𝑡+𝜉𝑖𝑇𝑗,𝑡 , 𝑗𝜖{𝑝, 𝑜𝑝} (13) 

2) Substitution between periods: 
This case assumes that the consumption of the user during the period 𝑗 depends on 

the prices and the environmental temperatures of both periods within the day. Thus, 

the least-squares linear regression is applied on equation (6) for estimating the 

coefficients 𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 , 휀𝑠𝑢𝑏
  and 𝛽:  

The problem with equation (6) is the fact that it provides the ratio of the 

consumptions during the two periods, but not their values. Targeting to deal with 

this problem, two approaches are followed which lead to the corresponding 

prediction models:  

The Normalized model estimates the consumption of each period as a function 

with respect to the consumption on the other. More particularly: 

 
𝑄𝑝,𝑡

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
= 𝑄𝑜𝑝,𝑡𝑒

𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡+ 𝑠𝑢𝑏
 𝑙𝑛(

𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑡

𝑃𝑝,𝑡
)+𝛽(𝑇𝑝,,𝑡−𝑇𝑜𝑝,𝑡)

 (14) 

And  

 
𝑄𝑜𝑝,𝑡

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
=

𝑄𝑝,𝑡
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑒
𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡+ 𝑠𝑢𝑏

 𝑙𝑛(
𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑡

𝑃𝑝,𝑡
)+𝛽(𝑇𝑝,𝑡−𝑇𝑜𝑝,𝑡)

 (15) 

Notice that in the former equation which estimates the peak-consumption, the off-

peak consumption  𝑄𝑜𝑝,𝑡 is known (since this period proceeds), thus the actual value 

from the dataset is used. In the latter case, 𝑄𝑝,𝑡
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

 is derived from the “Simple” 

model.  
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The Enriched model applies the estimated coefficient 𝜇𝜋𝑝,𝑜𝑝,𝑡 , 휀𝑠𝑢𝑏
  and 𝛽 to the 

equations (10) and (11) for its predictions. The only unknown parameter in these 

equations is the budget 𝑚𝑡
 . In what follows, an analytical description of the approach 

for its estimation is presented.  

Let 𝑇𝑅 = {𝑡 − 30, 𝑡 − 29, … , 𝑡 − 1} be the set of days consisting the training period, 

provided as input to the model for predicting the consumption at day 𝑡. Then 𝑈𝑇𝑅 =

{𝑠 ∈ 𝑇𝑟|𝑃𝑝,𝑠 ≠ 𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑠} is the set of days when the prices of the two periods are not equal, 

i.e., the days when the load substitution may occur. The budget is estimated as the 

average budget spent by the user during these days. In mathematical terms:  

 
𝑚𝑡

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
=

1

|𝑈𝑇𝑅|
∑ 𝑃𝑜𝑝,𝑡

 𝑄𝑜𝑝,𝑡
 

𝑡∈𝑈𝑇𝑅

+ 𝑃𝑝,𝑡
 𝑄𝑝,𝑡

  (16) 

   

For clarity reasons, it is mentioned that the “Simple” model may be applied during 

any day, independently of whether there is a difference between the prices 

announced at the two periods, while the other two models are applied only during 

the days when the aforementioned difference is realized, i.e., during these days 

when consumption shifting between the two periods is expected to occur. 

5.2. Implicit DR business case and services 

As a summary of the above, the fitted model above allows for the elasticity forecast 

of a retailer’s clientele demand, which can assist the retailer to optimize and 

purchase the adequate energy in the wholesale market and achieve a balanced 

portfolio. Even in the case of a portfolio imbalance, the retailer may use the 

proposed algorithm and apply the suggested dynamic price, avoiding in this way to 

purchase further energy in the particularly expensive intra-day market. In 

particular, given that the day is broken down to a number of intervals, the model 

allows the identification of elasticity (modification of demand for the examined time 

interval, as a function of retail price) and the substitution of elasticity (demand 

transferred to the next time interval, as a function of retail price). Given the 

aggregated numbers over the portfolio, the retailer can thus compute the best price 

value for the next periods. 

In the following, we present in more detail the overall business framework and 

implicit DR services that can be implemented through utilization of this elasticity 

profiling framework. 

5.2.1. Retailer Business case 

The overall business case for the retailer revolves around the better management 

and avoidance of portfolio imbalances. In particular, the retailer is interested to 

alleviate portfolio imbalances through dynamic price determination and 
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communication to the energy management component deployed at the premises of 

electricity consumers. 

Depending on how often price signals are transmitted to consumers and availability 

of necessary information, the retailer can calculate the new price (per Program Time 

Unit – PTU) that can balance its incoming/outgoing energy flows. This is dependent 

on the information available per pilot site (PTU definition in the various sites). 

5.2.2. Main assumptions 

The main assumptions that this business case implies are the following: 

• Fairness assumption: all customers receive and are billed according to the 

same energy price. The main reason lies in the fairness principle that is 

prevalent in the current electricity retail market, where flexibility is not yet 

valued by retailers or consumers. Hence, varying prices per customer 

(including zonal pricing approaches) will not be investigated. 

• Price elasticity: the price elasticity of demand has been estimated and 

calibrated using correlated energy demand and price time-series. Elasticity 

will be assumed constant in the relevant price/demand ranges. 

5.2.3. Implicit DR Work-flow 

Furthermore, we briefly present the work-flow from the retailer’s perspective, which 

gives the basis for the respective UI tool: 

• The user interface displays the overlapping forecasts of aggregated portfolio 

energy demand and total energy supply (including energy purchased in the 

wholesale markets, local generation, etc.) 

o Demand and supply should be time-series of day-ahead forecasts 

o Time granularity can be 15 minutes. It can be programmable, but 

actually depends more on the granularity of available time-series or 

depending on availability per site as mentioned beforehand. 

o This graph will immediately indicate to the tool user where the 

imbalances are in his portfolio 

• When the user clicks on each time period where demand/supply are not in 

balance, he will be led to a screen where the tool will display the amount of 

imbalance, the portfolio price elasticity of demand for the specific time period 

as well as the price differential (positive for excess demand and negative for 

excess supply) on top of the baseline price that can alleviate the imbalance. 

o The baseline price fluctuation over 24 hours (time-series) is assumed 

static and known day ahead. Price does not need to be constant 

throughout the day. What is important is that the day-ahead demand 

forecast corresponds to the baseline price, so that any resulting price 

differential can be applied to the baseline price to yield the new price. 
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• The user can accept the new price and this price can be communicated to the 

consumers 

5.2.4. Data Prerequisites 

A summary of the required data timeseries for implementation of the DR services is 

the following: 

o Price elasticity of demand of entire retailer portfolio 

o Day-ahead aggregated demand forecast 

o Day-ahead aggregated local generation forecast 

o Day-ahead forecast of energy purchased in wholesale market 

o Baseline price day-ahead 

5.2.5. DR Services 

The described business scenario caters for the utilization or a wide variety of 

services, according to the needs and capabilities of the retailer, its customers and 

the underlying market structure and regulations. The three services that are 

considered are the following: 

1. Time-of-use pricing (ToU) is a rate where the price per kWh depends on the 

time when electricity is consumed. Usually periods and prices are known well in 

advance, but offers where the definition of the day/night intervals may change 

according to the day-ahead spot price also exist. Prices can also be defined as 

average prices for different time periods but be directly indexed to the day-ahead 

spot price.  

2. Critical peak pricing (CPP) is a top-up rate whereby electricity prices 

substantially increase for the few days a year when wholesale prices are highest, 

but where prices are lower than average during the rest of the year. E.g. French 

Tempo tariff is a contract with a fixed price all year except for a maximum of 20 

days with very high prices. These days are notified to customers the day before.  

3. With real-time pricing (RTP) wholesale electricity prices are directly passed 

through to final consumers and bills are calculated based on at least hourly 

metering of consumption, or with even higher granularity (e.g. 15 minutes). The 

price of such offers is composed of the wholesale price of electricity plus a 

supplier margin. 

The three services are ranked with respect to difficulty of implementation, not only 

in terms of modelling and data granularity requirements, but also market 

constraints and obstacles in the countries’ regulatory frameworks. As a note, it must 

be mentioned that the modelling approach is capable of providing forecasts suitable 

for each service, but necessitate the existence of suitable, each time training data 

and modeling parametrizations. Finally, it is important to comment that user 

reaction implicit DR services can be either manual, where the user is informed about 

the energy costs, and then decides and acts on the equipment manually, or 
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automatic, where an energy management system accepts as input the price signals, 

performs a system optimization based on general objectives defined by the user 

and performs actuation of the relative equipment. In the latter case, comfort 

constraints can be integrated into the optimization process. 
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6. Specifications of mobile web consumers energy monitoring and 

analytics application 

6.1. General architecture 

The web application for the consumers, which will offer a set of functionalities for 

monitoring his/her behaviour and analyse it, will follow the architecture shown on 

Figure 17 Customer's web application architecture. The Client component will be the 

one rendering on the screen how the information is shown to the user, combining 

HTLM and Javascript programming languages for offering a dynamic interface. It 

must be highlighted that this application will be developed following a responsive 

approach, which means that it doesn’t matter if the user uses it on a computer, 

laptop, tablet or smartphone, it will be adapted to the size of the screen for offering 

the information on a friendly and intuitive way. 

 

Figure 17 Customer's web application architecture 

The update of what is shown in the screen will be automatized thanks to the usage 

of a reactive environment, which means that both the Client and the Server can 

react to any change on the Data Base and render it without needing any interaction 

from the user. By following this approach, it is possible to offer to the user at every 

moment the most updated information, without creating too much overhead on the 

system by querying for any changes at every moment. 

But this component will not only interact with its own Data Base, it needs interaction 

with the other modules of the HOLISDER solution for retrieving the information to 

be displayed and for applying the orders done by the user through the application. 
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The functionalities of all the other components will be offered as Cloud Services, 

mainly accessible directly interacting with the Middleware component. Those 

services will be invoiced from the Server part, which will also process the responses 

for the final visualization on the screen via the Client module. 

6.2. Energy monitoring module 

In collaboration with the rest of components of the HOLISDER solution, the web 

application will be able to offer the main functionalities described below. These 

functionalities will be described in detail in the D5.5, which is focused on the 

visualization platform. 

Most of the functionalities of this application will offer to the customer user a set of 

charts containing information over a specified interval of time, with different levels 

of granularity (i.e. each 15 min, each hour, each day…). This information can be 

useful for the consumers for knowing at every moment his current and past 

behaviour in energy terms, and in some cases being able to compare it with other 

users to see if he/she is on the average values of the dwellings around him/her. 

In terms of energy measurements, the application will show the historical data about 

energy consumption, production, storage and CO2 emissions. This historical 

information will be shown (by default) displaying the last 24 hours, but it will also 

be possible to see it also in terms of the current week, month or year. This will allow 

the user to have a general overview about his/her most recently values. 

If the user wants to go into detail with this data, it will be possible to select a data 

range and the metric to be measured, having also the option to compare them 

against groups of users, as for example the average value of all the users in the 

same building or, a more interesting option, against the average value of all the 

user in the same vertical as him/her; this second option is quite useful due to all 

the flats in the same vertical (flats on each floor at the same position, so as it can 

be seen on Figure 18 The blue dwellings are in the vertical of the green one, the 

vertical dwellings of the green flat are the blue ones) use to have the same internal 

distribution, mainly with the exception of the attic and the ground floor. 
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Figure 18 The blue dwellings are in the vertical of the green one 

But it will not only be possible to see the current and past behaviour, with the 

historical data of the user and how he/she reacts depending of the environmental 

conditions, it will also be possible to estimate his/her future behaviour (forecast) in 

terms of consumption, production and CO2 emissions. 

All this past, current and future information, in combination with the actual tariff of 

the consumer, will be useful for estimating the final bill at the end of the month. It 

will also be possible to offer the amount of money he/she will pay if he/she moves 

to another tariff. 

Lastly, the users will have a personal treatment by receiving some advice and 

recommendations, and some suggestions about what to do if they want to still follow 

the desired strategies.  
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7. Conclusions and next steps 

This report, as part of WP3, defines the characteristics, interaction and governing 

processes that are involved in implicit demand-response strategies. The 

development of these components and their integration and validation in the 

project demos, within the global HOLISDER architecture will take place in other 

tasks and WPs of the project that are introduced below. 

The overall elasticity algorithmic framework and the implementation of the 

respective profiling engine is taking place within the Task 4.4. The data required 

for training and forecasting are currently identified. Acquisition and availability of 

the data to the other components, will be taken care of by the Interoperability and 

Data Management Framework Configuration, comprising of the ESB middleware, 

Jace and EF-pi observational framework modules. This development is ongoing 

within Task 4.3. In addition, the implementation of the energy tariff emulator is 

ongoing in Task 5.1, while the forecasting, segmentation and aggregation engine, 

the computational module responsible for providing the functionalities to the 

retailer, follows the same time plan as the tariff emulator and will be delivered as a 

result of Task 5.2.  

The toolkit set for the visualization is the output of the Task 5.5. Taking into account 

the different types of users, two main applications are being developed: Consumers 

App and Aggregators App. Before starting the development phase, the sketches of 

the different screens are being prepared; once they are finished they must be put 

in common with the pilot sites to close the functionalities they will offer. With the 

sketches finished and approved by the pilot sites, then the development of the 

different screens of the applications will start. With that approach it is ensured that 

they will cover the required functionalities offered by the different modules of the 

HOLISDER architecture. 

Lastly, the overall integration of the components within the Local and Global 

Demand Managers, pertaining the communication and data workflows, will be 

finalized in Task 5.6, where the respective components are implemented.  
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